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LOWER MEMORY OBLIVIOUS (TENSOR) SUBSPACE EMBEDDINGS WITH
FEWER RANDOM BITS: MODEWISE METHODS FOR LEAST SQUARES
M. A. IWEN, D. NEEDELL, E. REBROVA, AND A. ZARE
Abstract. In this paper new general modewise Johnson-Lindenstrauss (JL) subspace embeddings
are proposed that are both considerably faster to generate and easier to store than traditional JL
embeddings when working with extremely large vectors and/or tensors.
Corresponding embedding results are then proven for two different types of low-dimensional
(tensor) subspaces. The first of these new subspace embedding results produces improved space
complexity bounds for embeddings of rank-r tensors whose CP decompositions are contained in the
span of a fixed (but unknown) set of r rank-one basis tensors. In the traditional vector setting this
first result yields new and very general near-optimal oblivious subspace embedding constructions
that require fewer random bits to generate than standard JL embeddings when embedding sub-
spaces of CN spanned by basis vectors with special Kronecker structure. The second result proven
herein provides new fast JL embeddings of arbitrary r-dimensional subspaces S Ă CN which also
require fewer random bits (and so are easier to store – i.e., require less space) than standard fast JL
embedding methods in order to achieve small ε-distortions. These new oblivious subspace embed-
ding results work by piq effectively folding any given vector in S into a (not necessarily low-rank)
tensor, and then piiq embedding the resulting tensor into Cm for m ď Cr logcpNq{ε2.
Applications related to compression and fast compressed least squares solution methods are
also considered, including those used for fitting low-rank CP decompositions, and the proposed JL
embedding results are shown to work well numerically in both settings.
1. Motivation and Applications
Due to the recent explosion of massively large-scale data, the need for geometry preserving
dimension reduction has become important in a wide array of applications in signal processing (see
e.g. [21, 20, 3, 55, 25, 12]) and data science (see e.g. [6, 13]). This reduction is possible even on
large dimensional objects when the class of such objects possesses some sort of lower dimensional
intrinsic structure. For example, in classical compressed sensing [21, 20] and its related streaming
applications [16, 17, 24, 30], the signals of interest are sparse vectors – vectors whose entries are
mostly zero. In matrix recovery [13, 44], one often analogously assumes that the underlying matrix
is low-rank. Under such models, tools like the Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma [32, 2, 18, 36, 37] and
the related restricited isometry property [14, 5] ask that the geometry of the signals be preserved
after projection into a lower dimensional space. Typically, such projections are obtained via random
linear maps that map into a dimension much smaller than the ambient dimension of the domain;
s-sparse n-dimensional vectors can be projected into a dimension that scales like s logpnq and nˆn
rank-r matrices can be recovered from Oprnq linear measurements [21, 20, 13]. Then, inference
tasks or reconstruction can be performed from those lower dimensional representations.
Here, our focus is on dimension reduction of tensors, multi-way arrays that appear in an abun-
dance of large-scale applications ranging from video and longitudinal imaging [39, 9] to machine
learning [45, 51] and differential equations [8, 40]. Although a natural extension beyond matrices,
their complicated structure leads to challenges both in defining low dimensional structure as well as
dimension reduction projections. In particular, there are many notions of tensor rank, and various
techniques exist to compute the corresponding decompositions [35, 54]. In this paper, we focus on
tensors with low CP-rank, tensors that can be written as a sum of a few rank-1 tensors written as
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outer products of basis vectors. The CP-rank and CP-decompositions are natural extensions of ma-
trix rank and SVD, and are well motivated by applications such as topic modeling, psychometrics,
signal processing, linguistics and many others [15, 26, 4]. Although there are now some nice results
for low-rank tensor dimension reduction (see e.g. [43, 38, 48]), these give theoretical guarantees
for dimensional reducing projections that act on tensors via their matricizations or vectorizations.
Here, our goal is to provide similar guaranties but for projections that act directly on the tensors
themselves without the need for unfolding. In particular, this means the projections can be defined
modewise using the CP-decomposition, and that the low dimensional representations are also ten-
sors, not vectors. This extends the application for such embeddings to those that cannot afford to
perform unfoldings or for which it is not natural to do so. In particular, for tensors in Cn
d
for large
n and d, this avoids having to store an often impossibly large mˆ nd linear map. We elaborate on
our main contributions next.
1.1. Contributions and Related Work. In this paper we analyze modewise tensor embedding
strategies for general d-mode tensors similar to those introduced and analyzed for 2-mode tensors
in [47]. In particular, herein we focus on obliviously embedding an apriori unknown r-dimensional
subspace of a given tensor product space Cn1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd into a similarly low-dimensional vector space
C
O˜prq with high probability. In contrast to the standard approach of effectively vectorizing the
tensor product space and then embedding the resulting transformed subspace using standard JL
methods involving a single massive O˜prq ˆ śdj“1 nj matrix M (see, e.g., [38]), the approaches
considered herein instead result in the need to generate and store d`1 significantly smaller matrices
A P CO˜prqˆ
śd
ℓ“1 mℓ ,A1 P Cm1ˆn1 , . . . ,Ad P Cmdˆnd which are then combined to form a linear
embedding operator L : Cn1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd Ñ CO˜prq via
(1) LpZq :“ A pvect pZ ˆ1 A1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆd Adqq ,
where each ˆj is a j-mode product (reviewed below in §2.1), and vect : Cm1ˆ¨¨¨ˆmd Ñ C
śd
ℓ“1 mℓ is
a trivial vectorization operator.
Let m1 “ O˜prq be the number of rows one must use for both M and A above (as we shall see,
the number of rows required for both matrices will indeed be essentially equivalent). The collective
sizes of the matrices needed to define L above will be much smaller (and therefore easier to store,
transmit, and generate) than M whenever
śd
ℓ“1mℓ `
řd
ℓ“1 nℓ
`
mℓ
m1
˘ !śdj“1 nj holds. As a result,
much of our discussion below will revolve around bounding the dominant
śd
ℓ“1mℓ term on the
left hand side above, which will also occasionally be referred to as the intermediate embedding
dimension below. We are now prepared to discuss our two main results.
1.1.1. General Oblivious Subspace Embedding Results for Low Rank Tensor Subspaces Satisfying
an Incoherence Condition. The first of our results provides new oblivious subspace embeddings for
tensor subspaces spanned by bases of rank one tensors, as well as establishes related least squares
embedding results of value in, e.g., the fitting of a general tensor with an accurate low rank CPD
approximation. One of its main contributions is the generality with which it allows one to select
the matrices A,A1, . . . ,Ad used to construct the JL embedding L in (1). In particular, it allows
each of these matrices to be drawn independently from any desired nearly-optimal family of JL
embeddings (as defined immediately below) that the user likes.
Definition 1 (ε-JL embedding). Let ε P p0, 1q. We will call a matrix A P Cmˆn an ε-JL embedding
of a set S Ă Cn into Cm if
}Ax}22 “ p1` εxq}x}22
holds for some εx P p´ε, εq for all x P S.
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Definition 2. Fix η P p0, 1{2q and let  Dpm,nq(pm,nqPNˆN be a family of probability distributions
where each Dpm,nq is a distribution over m ˆ n matrices. We will refer to any such family of
distributions as being an η-optimal family of JL embedding distributions if there exists an
absolute constant C P R` such that, for any given ε P p0, 1q, m,n P N with m ă n, and nonempty
set S Ă Cn of cardinality
|S| ď η exp
ˆ
ε2m
C
˙
,
a matrix A „ Dpm,nq will be an ε-JL embedding of S into Cm with probability at least 1´ η.
In fact many η-optimal families of JL embedding distributions exist for any given η P p0, 1{2q
including, e.g., those associated with random matrices having i.i.d. subgaussian entries (see Lemma
9.35 in [22]) as well as those associated with sparse JLT constructions [33]. The next theorem proves
that any desired combination of such matrices can be used to construct a JL embedding L as per
(1) for any tensor subspace spanned by a basis of rank one tensors satisfying an easily testable (and
relatively mild1) coherence condition. We utilize the notations set forth below in Section 2.
Theorem 1. Fix ε, η P p0, 1{2q and d ě 3. Let X P Cn1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd, n :“ maxj nj ě 4r ` 1,
and L be an r-dimensional subspace of Cn1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd spanned by a basis of rank one tensors B :“!
©dℓ“1y
pℓq
k
ˇˇ
k P rrs
)
with modewise coherence satisfying
µd´1
B
:“
ˆ
max
ℓPrds
max
k,hPrrs,k‰h
ˇˇˇA
y
pℓq
k ,y
pℓq
h
Eˇˇˇ˙d´1
ă 1{2r.
Then, one can construct a linear operator L : Cn1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd Ñ Cm1 as per (1) with m1 ď C 1r ¨ ε´2 ¨
ln
´
47
ε r
?
η
¯
for an absolute constant C 1 P R` so that with probability at least 1´ η
(2)
ˇˇˇ
}L pX ´ Yq}2
2
´ }X ´ Y}2
ˇˇˇ
ď ε }X ´ Y}2
will hold for all Y P L.
If X R L the intermediate embedding dimension can be bounded above by
(3)
dź
ℓ“1
mℓ ď Cd ¨ rdd3d{ε2d ¨ lnd pn{ d?ηq
for an absolute constant C P R`. If, however, X P L then (2) holds for all r ă 1{2µd´1
B
and
(4)
dź
ℓ“1
mℓ ď C˜d ¨ r2 pd{εq2d ¨ lnd
`
2r2d{η˘
can be achieved, where C˜ P R` is another absolute constant.
Proof. This is a largely restatement of Theorem 6. When defining L : Cn1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd Ñ Cm1 as per
(1) following Theorem 6 one should draw Aj P Cmjˆnj with mj ě Cj ¨ rd3{ε2 ¨ ln
`
n{ d?η˘ from an
pη{4dq-optimal family of JL embedding distributions for each j P rds, where each Cj P R` is an
absolute constant. Furthermore, A P Cm1ˆ
śd
ℓ“1 mℓ should be drawn from an pη{2q-optimal family
of JL embedding distributions with m1 as above. The probability bound together with (3) both
then follow. The achievable intermediate embedding dimension when X P L in (4) can be obtained
from Corollary 2 since the bound
śd
ℓ“1mℓ ď
śd
ℓ“1 C˜ℓ ¨ r2{dd2{ε2 ¨ ln
`
2r2d{η˘ can then be utilized
in that case. 
1In fact the coherence condition required by Theorem 1 will be satisfied by a generic basis of rank 1 tensors with
high probability (see §3.2). Similar coherence results to those presented in §3.2 have also recently been considered
for random tensors in more general parameter regimes by Vershynin [53].
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One can vectorize the tensors and tensor spaces considered in Theorem 1 using variants of (14) to
achieve subspace embedding results for subspaces spanned by basis vectors with special Kronecker
structure as considered in, e.g., two other recent papers that appeared during the preparation of this
manuscript [31, 41]. The most recent of these papers also produces bounds on what amounts to the
intermediate embedding dimension of a JL subspace embedding along the lines of (1) when X P L
(see Theorem 4.1 in [41]). Comparing (4) to that result we can see that Theorem 1 has reduced the
r dependence of the effective intermediate embedding dimension achieved therein from rd`1 to r2
(now independent of d) for a much more general set of modewise embeddings. However, Theorem 1
incurs a worse dependence on epsilon and needs the stated coherence assumption concerning µB to
hold. As a result, Theorem 1 provides a large new class of modewise subspace embeddings that will
also have fewer rows than those in [41] for a large range of ranks r provided that µB is sufficiently
small and ε is sufficiently large.
Note further that the form of (2) also makes Theorem 1 useful for solving least squares problems
of the type encountered while computing approximate CP decompositions for an arbitrary tensor
X R L using alternating least squares methods (see, e.g., §4 for a related discussion as well as
[7] where modewise strategies were shown to work well for solving such problems in practice).
Comparing Theorem 1 to the recent least squares result of the same kind proven in [31] (see
Corollary 2.4) we can see that Theorem 1 has reduced the r dependence of the effective intermediate
embedding dimension achievable in [31] from r2d therein to rd in (3) for a much more general set
of modewise embeddings. In exchange, Theorem 1 again incurs a worse dependence on epsilon and
needs the stated coherence assumption concerning µB to hold, however. As a result, Theorem 1
guarantees that a larger class of modewise JL embeddings can be used in least squares applications,
and that they will also have smaller intermediate embedding dimensions as long as µB is sufficiently
small and ε sufficiently large.
1.1.2. Fast Oblivious Subspace Embedding Results for Arbitrary Tensor Subspaces. Our second main
result builds on Theorem 2.1 of Jin, Kolda, and Ward in [31] to provide improved fast subspace
embedding results for arbitrary tensor subspaces (i.e., for low dimensional tensor subspaces whose
basis tensors have arbitrary rank and coherence). Let N :“ śdj“1 nj. By combining elements the
proof of Theorem 1 with the optimal ε-dependence of Theorem 2.1 in [31] we are able to provide
a fast modewise oblivious subspace embedding L as per (1) that will simultaneously satisfy (2) for
all Y in an entirely arbitrary r-dimensional tensor subspace L with probability at least 1´ η while
also achieving an intermediate embedding dimension bounded above by
(5) Cd
´r
ε
¯
2 ¨ log2d´1
ˆ
N
η
˙
¨ log4
¨
˝ log
´
N
η
¯
ε
˛
‚¨ logN.
Above C ą 0 is an absolute constant. Note that neither r nor ε in (5) are raised to a power of d
which marks a tremendous improvement over all of the previously discussed results when d is large.
See Theorem 8 for details.
As alluded to above the results herein can also be used to create new JL subspace embeddings in
the traditional vector space setting. Our next and final main result does this explicitly for arbitrary
vector subspaces by restating a variant of Theorem 8 in that context. We expect that this result
may be of independent interest outside of the tensor setting.
Theorem 2. Fix ε, η P p0, 1{2q and d ě 2. Let x P CN such that d?N P N and N ě 4C 1{η ą 1 for
an absolute constant C 1 ą 0, and let L be an r-dimensional subspace of CN for max `2r2 ´ r, 4r˘ ď
4
N . Then, one can construct a random matrix A P CmˆN with
(6) m ď C
»
–r ¨ ε´2 ¨ logˆ 47
ε r
?
η
˙
¨ log4
¨
˝r log
´
47
ε r
?
η
¯
ε
˛
‚¨ logN
fi
fl ,
for an absolute constant C ą 0 such that with probability at least 1´ η it will be the case thatˇˇˇ
}A px´ yq}2
2
´ }x´ y}2
2
ˇˇˇ
ď ε }x´ y}2
2
holds for all y P L. Furthermore, A requires only
(7) O
¨
˝Cd1 ´rε
¯
2 ¨ log2d´1
ˆ
N
η
˙
¨ log4
¨
˝ log
´
N
η
¯
ε
˛
‚¨ log2N ` d d?N
˛
‚
random bits and memory for storage for an absolute constant C1 ą 0, and can be multiplied against
any vector in just O pN logNq-time.
Note that choosing x “ 0 produces an oblivious subspace embedding result for L, and that choosing
L to be the column space of a rank r matrix produces a result useful for least squares sketching.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 8 after identifying CN with C
d
?
Nˆ¨¨¨ˆ d?N (i.e., after effectively
reshaping any given vectors x,y under consideration into d-mode tensors X ,Y .) Note further that
if d
?
N R N then one can implicitly pad the vectors of interest with zeros until it is (i.e., effectively
trivially embedding CN into Cr
d
?
N s
d
) before preceding. 
1.2. Organization. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides back-
ground and notation for tensors (Subsections 2 and 2.1), as well as for Johnson-Lindenstrauss
embeddings (Subsection 2.2).
We start Section 3 with the definitions of the rank of the tensor (and low-rank tensor sub-
spaces) and the maximal modewise coherence of tensor subspace bases. Then we work our way to
Corollary 2, that gives our first main result on oblivious tensor subspace embeddings via modewise
tensor products (for any fixed subspace having low enough modewise coherence). This result is
very general in terms of JL-embedding maps one can use as building blocks in each mode. Finally,
in Subsection 3.2 we discuss the assumption of modewise incoherence and provide several natural
examples of incoherent tensor subspaces.
In Section 4 we describe the fitting problem for the approximately low rank tensors and explain
how modewise dimension reduction (as presented in Section 3) reduces the complexity of the prob-
lem. Then we build the machinery to show that the solution of the reduced problem will be a good
solution for the original problem (in Theorem 6). We conclude Section 4 by introducing a two-step
embedding procedure that allows one to further reduce the final embedding dimension (this our
second main embedding result, Theorem 8). This improved procedure relies on a specific form of
JL-embedding of each mode. Both embedding results can be applied to the fitting problem.
In Section 5 we present some simple experiments confirming our theoretical guarantees, and then
we conclude in Section 6.
2. Notation, Tensor Basics, & Linear Johnson-Lindenstrauss Embeddings
Tensors, matrices, vectors and scalars are denoted in different typeface for clarity below. Cal-
ligraphic boldface capital letters are always used for tensors, boldface capital letters for matrices,
boldface lower-case letters for vectors, and regular (lower-case or capital) letters for scalars. The
matrix I will always represent the identity matrix. The set of the the first d natural numbers will
be denoted by rds :“ t1, . . . , du for all d P N.
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Throughout the paper, b denotes the Kronecker product of vectors or matrices, and © denotes
the tensor outer product of vectors or tensors.2 The symbol ˝ on the other hand represents the
composition of functions (see e.g. Section 4). Numbers in parentheses used as a subscript or
superscript on a tensor either denote unfoldings (introduced in Section 2.1) when appearing in a
subscript, or else an element in a sequence when appearing in a superscript. The notation bℓ‰jvpℓq
for a given set of vectors
 
vpℓq
(d
ℓ“1 will always denote the vector v
pdqb . . .vpj`1qbvpj´1q ¨ ¨ ¨ bvp1q.
Additional tensor definitions and operations are reviewed below (see, e.g., [35, 19, 50, 54] for
additional details and discussion).
2.1. Tensor Basics. The set of all d-mode tensors X P Cn1ˆn2ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd forms a vector space over
the complex numbers when equipped with component-wise addition and scalar multiplication. The
inner product of X ,Y P Cn1ˆn2ˆ...ˆnd will be given by
(8) xX ,Yy :“
n1ÿ
i1“1
n2ÿ
i2“1
...
ndÿ
id“1
Xi1,i2,...,id Yi1,i2,...,id.
This inner product then gives rise to the standard Euclidean norm
(9) }X } :“
a
xX ,X y “
gffe n1ÿ
i1“1
n2ÿ
i2“1
...
ndÿ
id“1
|Xi1,i2,...,id|2.
If xX ,Yy “ 0 we say that X and Y are orthogonal. If X and Y are orthogonal and also have unit
norm (i.e., have }X } “ }Y} “ 1) we say that they are orthonormal.
Tensor outer products: The tensor outer product of two tensors X P Cn1ˆn2ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd and Y P
C
n1
1
ˆn1
2
ˆ¨¨¨ˆn1
d1 , X © Y P Cn1ˆn2ˆ¨¨¨ˆndˆn11ˆn12ˆ¨¨¨ˆn1d1 , is a pd ` d1q-mode tensor whose entries are
given by
(10) pX ©Yqi1,...,id,i11,...,i1d1 “ Xi1,...,idYi11,...,i1d1 .
Note that when X and Y are both vectors, the tensor outer product will reduce to the standard
outer product.
Lemma 1. Let α, β P C, A,B P Cn1ˆn2ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd and C,D P Cn11ˆn12ˆ¨¨¨ˆn1d1 . Then,
(:) pαA` βBq©C “ αA© C ` βB © C “ A© αC ` B© βC.
(::) xA© C,B ©Dy “ xA,By xC,Dy .
Proof. The first property follows from the fact that
ppαA` βBq©Cqi1,...,id,i11,...,i1d1 “ pαA` βBqi1,...,id Ci11,...,i1d1 “ pαAi1,...,id ` βBi1,...,idq Ci11,...,i1d1 .
2As (10) suggests, it can be applied to tensors with arbitrary number of modes.
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To establish the second property we note that
xA© C,B ©Dy “
n1ÿ
i1“1
. . .
ndÿ
id“1
n1
1ÿ
i1
1
“1
. . .
n1
d1ÿ
i1
d
“1
Ai1,i2,...,idCi11,...,i1d1
Bi1,i2,...,id Di11,...,i1d1
“
˜
n1ÿ
i1“1
. . .
ndÿ
id“1
Ai1,i2,...,idBi1,i2,...,id
¸¨˝ n11ÿ
i1
1
“1
. . .
n1
d1ÿ
i1
d
“1
Ci1
1
,...,i1
d1
Di1
1
,...,i1
d1
˛
‚
“ xA,By xC,Dy .

Fibers: Let tensor X P Cn1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnj´1ˆnjˆnj`1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd . The vectors in Cnj obtained by fixing all of
the indices of X except for the one that corresponds to its jth mode are called its mode-j fibers.
Note that any such X will have
ś
ℓ‰j nℓ mode-j fibers denoted by Xi1,...,ij´1,:,ij`1,...,id P Cnj .
Tensor matricization (unfolding): The process of reordering the elements of the tensor into
a matrix is known as matricization or unfolding. The mode-j matricization of a tensor X P
C
n1ˆn2ˆ...ˆnd is denoted as Xpjq P Cnjˆ
ś
m‰j nm and is obtained by arranging X ’s mode-j fibers to
be the columns of the resulting matrix.
j-mode products: The j-mode product of a d-mode tensor X P Cn1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnj´1ˆnjˆnj`1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd with
a matrix U P Cmjˆnj is another d-mode tensor X ˆj U P Cn1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnj´1ˆmjˆnj`1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd . Its entries
are given by
(11) pX ˆj Uqi1,...,ij´1,ℓ,ij`1,...,id “
njÿ
ij“1
Xi1,...,ij ,...,idUℓ,ij
for all pi1, . . . , ij´1, ℓ, ij`1, . . . , idq P rn1s ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ rnj´1s ˆ rmjs ˆ rnj`1s ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ rnds. Looking at
the mode-j unfoldings of X ˆj U and X one can easily see that their j-mode matricization can be
computed as a regular matrix product
(12) pX ˆj Uqpjq “ UXpjq
for all j P rds. The following simple lemma formally lists several important properties of mode-wise
products.
Lemma 2. Let X ,Y P Cn1ˆn2ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd, α, β P C, and Uℓ,Vℓ P Cmℓˆnℓ for all ℓ P rds. The following
four properties hold:
(:) pαX ` βYq ˆj Uj “ α pX ˆj Ujq ` β pY ˆj Ujq.
(::) X ˆj pαUj ` βVjq “ α pX ˆj Ujq ` β pX ˆj Vjq.
(:::) If j ‰ ℓ then X ˆj Uj ˆℓ Vℓ “ pX ˆj Ujq ˆℓ Vℓ “ pX ˆℓ Vℓq ˆj Uj “ X ˆℓ Vℓ ˆj Uj .
(::::) If W P Cpˆmj then X ˆj Uj ˆj W “ pX ˆj Ujq ˆj W “ X ˆj pWUjq “ X ˆj WUj .
Proof. The first, second, and fourth facts above are easily established using mode-j unfoldings. To
establish p:q above, we note that
ppαX ` βYq ˆj Ujqpjq “ Uj pαX ` βYqpjq “ Uj
`
αXpjq ` βYpjq
˘
“ αUjXpjq ` βUjYpjq “ αpX ˆj Ujqpjq ` βpY ˆj Ujqpjq.
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Reshaping both sides of the derived equality back into their original tensor forms now completes
the proof.3 The proof of p::q using unfoldings is nearly identical.
To prove p::::q we may again use mode-j unfoldings to see that
pX ˆj Uj ˆj Wqpjq “W pX ˆj Ujqpjq “WUjXpjq “ pX ˆj WUjqpjq .
Reshaping these expressions back into their original tensor forms again completes the proof.
To prove p:::q it is perhaps easiest to appeal directly to the component-wise definition of the
mode-j product given in equation (11). Suppose that ℓ ą j (the case ℓ ă j is nearly identical).
Set U :“ Uj and V :“ Vℓ to simplify subscript notation. We have for all k P rmjs, l P rmℓs, and
iq P rnqs with q R tj, ℓu that
ppX ˆj Uq ˆℓVqi1,...,ij´1,k,ij`1,...,iℓ´1,l,iℓ`1,...,id “
nℓÿ
iℓ“1
pX ˆj Uqi1,...,ij´1,k,ij`1,...,iℓ,...,idVl,iℓ
“
nℓÿ
iℓ“1
¨
˝ njÿ
ij“1
Xi1,...,ij ,...,iℓ,...,idUk,ij
˛
‚Vl,iℓ
“
njÿ
ij“1
˜
nℓÿ
iℓ“1
Xi1,...,ij ,...,iℓ,...,idVl,iℓ
¸
Uk,ij
“
njÿ
ij“1
pX ˆℓ Vqi1,...,ij ,...,iℓ´1,l,iℓ`1,...,idUk,ij
“ ppX ˆℓ Uq ˆj Uqi1,...,ij´1,k,ij`1,...,iℓ´1,l,iℓ`1,...,id .

A generalization of the observation (12) is available: unfolding the tensor
(13) Y “ X ˆ1 Up1q ˆ2 Up2q...ˆd Updq “: X
dą
j“1
Upjq,
along the jth mode is equivalent to
(14) Ypjq “ UpjqXpjq
´
Updq b . . .Upj`1q bUpj´1q ¨ ¨ ¨ bUp1q
¯J
,
where b is the matrix Kronecker product (see [35]). In particular, (14) implies that the matriciza-
tion
`
X ˆj Upjq
˘
pjq “ UpjqXpjq.4 On a related note, one can also express the relation between the
vectorized forms of X and Y in (13) as
(15) vect pYq “
´
Updq b ¨ ¨ ¨ bUp1q
¯
vect pX q ,
where vectp¨q is the vectorization operator.
It is worth noting that trivial inner product preserving isomorphisms exist between a tensor
space Cn1ˆn2ˆ...ˆnd and any of its matricized versions (i.e., mode-j matricization can be viewed as
an isomorphism between the original tensor vector space Cn1ˆn2ˆ...ˆnd and its mode-j matricized
target vector space Cnjˆ
ś
m‰j nm). In particular, the process of matricizing tensors is linear. If,
3Here we are implicitly using that mode-j unfolding provides a vector space isomorphism between Cn1ˆn2ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd
and Cnjˆ
ś
ℓPrdsztju nℓ for all j P rds.
4Simply set Upmq “ I (the identity) for all m ‰ n in (14). This fact also easily follows directly from the definition
of the j-mode product.
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for example, X ,Y P Cn1ˆn2ˆ...ˆnd then one can see that the mode-j matricization of X ` Y P
C
n1ˆn2ˆ...ˆnd is pX ` Yqpjq “ Xpjq `Ypjq for all modes j P rds.
2.2. Linear Johnson-Lindenstrauss Embeddings. Many linear ε-JL embedding matrices exist
[32, 2, 18, 36, 37] with the best achievable m “ Oplog p|S|q {ε2q for arbitrary S (see [37] for results
concerning the optimality of this embedding dimension). Of course, one can define JL embedding
on tensors in a similar way, namely, as linear maps approximately preserving tensor norm:
Definition 3 (Tensor ε-JL embedding). A linear operator L : Cn1ˆn2ˆ...ˆnd Ñ Cm1ˆ¨¨¨ˆmd1 is an
ε-JL embedding of a set S Ă Cn1ˆn2ˆ...ˆnd into Cm1ˆ¨¨¨ˆmd1 if
}L pX q}2 “ p1` εX q }X }2
holds for some εX P p´ε, εq for all X P S.
It is easy to check that JL embeddings can preserve pairwise inner products.
Lemma 3. Let x,y P Cn and suppose that A P Cmˆn is an ε-JL embedding of the vectors
tx´ y,x` y,x´ iy,x` iyu Ă Cn
into Cm. Then,
|xAx, Ayy ´ xx, yy| ĺ 2ε `}x}22 ` }y}22˘ ĺ 4ε ¨max  }x}22, }y}22( .
Proof. This well known result is an easy consequence of the polarization identity for inner products.
We have that
|xAx, Ayy ´ xx, yy| “
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ1
4
3ÿ
ℓ“0
i
ℓ
ˆ›››Ax` iℓAy›››2
2
´
›››x` iℓy›››2
2
˙ˇˇˇˇˇ “
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ1
4
3ÿ
ℓ“0
i
ℓεℓ
›››x` iℓy›››2
2
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ĺ 1
4
3ÿ
ℓ“0
ε p}x}2 ` }y}2q2 “ ε p}x}2 ` }y}2q2 “ ε
`}x}22 ` }y}22 ` 2}x}2}y}2˘
ĺ 2ε `}x}22 ` }y}22˘ ĺ 4ε ¨max  }x}22, }y}22( ,
where the second to last inequality follows from Young’s inequality for products. 
The fact that Cn1ˆn2ˆ...ˆnd is an inner product space means that the following trivial general-
ization of Lemma 3 to the tensor JL embeddings also holds.
Lemma 4. Let X ,Y P Cn and suppose that L is an ε-JL embedding of the tensors
tX ´ Y,X ` Y,X ´ iY,X ` iYu Ă Cn1ˆn2ˆ...ˆnd
into Cm1ˆ¨¨¨ˆmd1 . Then,
|xL pX q , L pYqy ´ xX , Yy| ĺ 2ε `}X }2 ` }Y}2˘ ĺ 4ε ¨max  }X }2, }Y}2( .
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3, with L pX q replacing Ax, and making use of the
linearity of L. 
In the case where a more general set S is embedded using JL embeddings, for example, a low-
rank subspace of tensors, in order to pass to a smaller finite set, a discretization technique can be
used. Due to linearity, it actually suffices to discretize the unit ball of the space in question. In the
next lemma we present a simple subspace embedding result based on a standard covering argument
(see, e.g., [5, 22]). We include its proof for the sake of completeness.
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Lemma 5. Fix ε P p0, 1q. Let L be an r-dimensional subspace of Cn, and let C Ă L be an pε{16q-
net of the pr ´ 1q-dimensional Euclidean unit sphere Sℓ2 Ă L. Then, if A P Cmˆn is an pε{2q-JL
embedding of C it will also satisfy
(16) p1´ εq}x}22 ď }Ax}22 ď p1` εq}x}22
for all x P L. Furthermore, we note that there exists an pε{16q-net such that |C| ď `47
ε
˘r
.
Proof. The cardinality bound on C can be obtained from the covering results in Appendix C of
[22].5 It is enough to establish (16) for an arbitrary x P Sℓ2 due to the linearity of A and L. Let
∆ :“ }A}2Ñ2 ě 0, and choose an element y P C with }x´ y} ď ε{16. We have that
}Ax}2 ´ }x}2 ď }Ay}2 ` }Apx´ yq}2 ´ 1 ď
a
1` ε{2´ 1` }Apx´ yq}2
ď p1` ε{4q ´ 1`∆ε{16 “ pε{4qp1 `∆{4q
holds for all x P Sℓ2 . This, in turn, means that the upper bound above will hold for a vector x
realizing }Ax} “ }A}2Ñ2 so that ∆ ´ 1 ď pε{4qp1 ` ∆{4q must also hold. As a consequence,
∆ ď 1` ε{4`∆ε{16 ùñ ∆ ď 1`ε{4
1´ε{16 ď 1` ε{3. The upper bound now follows.
To establish the lower bound we define δ :“ infzPS
ℓ2
}Az} ě 0 and note that this quantity will
also be realized by some element of the compact set Sℓ2 . As above we consider this minimizing
vector x P Sℓ2 and choose an element y P C with }x´ y} ď ε{16 in order to see that
δ ´ 1 “ }Ax}2 ´ }x}2 ě }Ay}2 ´ }Apx´ yq}2 ´ 1 ě
a
1´ ε{2´ 1´ }Apx´ yq}2
ě p1´ ε{3q ´ 1´∆ε{16 ě ´pε{3` ε{16 p1` ε{3qq
ě ´ pε{3` ε{16 ` ε{48q “ ´5ε{12.
As a consequence, δ ě 1´ 5ε{12. The lower bound now follows. 
Remark 1. We will see later in the text that the cardinality p47{εqr (exponential in r) can be too
big to produce tensor JL embeddings with optimal embedding dimensions. In this case one can use
a much coarser “discretization” to improve the dependence on r based on, e.g., the next lemma.
With Lemma 4 in hand we are now able to prove a secondary subspace embedding result which,
though it leads to suboptimal results in the vector setting, will be valuable for higher mode tensors.
Lemma 6. Fix ε P p0, 1q and let L be an r-dimensional subspace of Cn1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd spanned by a set
of r orthonormal basis tensors tTkukPrrs. If L is an pε{4rq-JL embedding of the 4
`
r
2
˘` r “ 2r2 ´ r
tensors ˜ ď
1ďhăkďr
tTk ´ Th,Tk ` Th,Tk ´ iTh,Tk ` iThu
¸ď
tTkukPrrs Ă L
into Cm1ˆ¨¨¨ˆmd1 , then ˇˇˇ
}L pX q}2 ´ }X }2
ˇˇˇ
ď ε}X }2
holds for all X P L.
5A quick calculation reveals that projecting an ε-cover of the r-dimensional unit ball onto the pr´ 1q-dimensional
unit sphere produces an
?
2ε-cover of Sℓ2 .
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Proof. Appealing to Lemma 4 we can see that |εk,h| :“ |xL pTkq , L pThqy ´ xTk,Thy| ď ε{r for all
h, k P rrs. As a consequence, we have for any X “ řrk“1 αkTk P L thatˇˇˇ
}L pX q}2 ´ }X }2
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ rÿ
k“1
rÿ
h“1
αkαh pxL pTkq , L pThqy ´ xTk, Thyq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ “
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ rÿ
k“1
rÿ
h“1
αkαhεk,h
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ď
rÿ
k“1
|αk|
rÿ
h“1
|αh| |εk,h| ď
rÿ
k“1
|αk| }α}2
ˆ
ε?
r
˙
ď ε}α}22.
To finish we now note that }X }2 “ }α}2
2
due to the orthonormality of the basis tensors tTkukPrrs. 
3. Modewise Linear Johnson-Lindenstrauss Embeddings of Low-Rank Tensors
In this section, we consider low-rank tensor subspace embeddings for tensors with low-rank ex-
pansions in terms of rank-one tensors (i.e., for tensors with low-rank CP Decompositions). Our
general approach will be to utilize subspace embeddings along the lines of Lemmas 5 and 6 in this
setting. However, the fact that our basis tensors are rank-one will cause us some difficulties. Prin-
cipally, among those difficulties will be our inability to guarantee that we can find an orthonormal,
or even fairly incoherent, basis of rank-one tensors that span any particular r-dimensional tensor
subspace L we may be interested in below.
Going forward we will consider the standard form of a given rank-r d-mode tensor defined by
(17) Y :“
rÿ
k“1
αk ©
d
ℓ“1 y
pℓq
k P Cn1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd ,
where the vectors making up the rank-one basis tensors are normalized so that
›››ypℓqk ›››
2
“ 1 for all
ℓ P rds and k P rrs. Given a set of rank-one tensors spanning a tensor subspace, one can define the
coherence of the basis.
Definition 4 (Modewise coherence of a basis of a rank-one tensors). If a tensor subspace is spanned
by a basis of rank-one tensors B :“ t©dℓ“1ypℓqk | k P rrsu with
›››ypℓqk ›››
2
“ 1 for all ℓ P rds and k P rrs,
we denote the maximum modewise coherence of the basis and the basis coherence by
(18) µB :“ max
ℓPrds
µB,ℓ and µ
1
B :“ max
k,hPrrs
k‰h
dź
ℓ“1
ˇˇˇA
y
pℓq
k , y
pℓq
h
Eˇˇˇ
,
respectively, where µB,ℓ :“ max
k,hPrrs
k‰h
ˇˇˇA
y
pℓq
k ,y
pℓq
h
Eˇˇˇ
is the modewise coherence of the basis for ℓ P rds.
Note that µB, µ
1
B P r0, 1s and that µ1B ď
śd
ℓ“1 µB,ℓ ď µdB always hold. Given any tensor Y in
the span of a basis B of rank-1 tensors we will also refer (with some abuse of notation) to its
modewise coherence and maximum modewise coherence as being equal to the modewise coherence
and maximum modewise coherence of the given basis B defined in Definition 4. That is, we will
say that
(19) µY ,ℓ “ µB,ℓ for ℓ P rds, and µY “ µB
for all Y P B. Similarly, the basis coherence of any such Y P B will be said to equal the basis
coherence also defined in Definition 4, i.e., µ1Y “ µ1B. It should be remembered below, however, that
the quantities µY ,ℓ, µY , µ
1
Y always depend on the particular basis B under consideration.
The next lemma deals with how j-mode products can change the standard form and modewise
coherence of a given tensor that lies in a tensor subspace spanned by r rank-1 tensors.
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Lemma 7. Let j P rds, B P Cmˆnj , and Y P Cn1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd be a rank-r tensor as per (17) such that
minkPrrs
›››Bypjqk ›››
2
ą 0. Then Y 1 :“ Y ˆj B can be written in standard form as
Y 1 “
rÿ
k“1
αk
›››Bypjqk ›››
2
¨
˝´©ℓăjypℓqk ¯© By
pjq
k›››Bypjqk ›››
2
©
´
©dℓąjy
pℓq
k
¯˛‚.
Furthermore, the j-mode coherence of Y 1 as above will satisfy
µY 1,j “ max
k,hPrrs
k‰h
ˇˇˇA
By
pjq
k ,By
pjq
h
Eˇˇˇ
›››Bypjqk ›››
2
›››Bypjqh ›››
2
so that
µY 1 “ max
¨
˝µY 1,j , max
ℓPrdsztju
max
k,hPrrs
k‰h
ˇˇˇA
y
pℓq
k ,y
pℓq
h
Eˇˇˇ˛‚.
Proof. Using Lemma 2, the linearity of tensor matricization, and (14) we can see that the mode-j
unfolding of Y 1 satisfies
Y1pjq “ BYpjq “ B
rÿ
k“1
αk
´
©dℓ“1y
pℓq
k
¯
pjq
“
rÿ
k“1
αkBy
pjq
k
´
bℓ‰jypℓqk
¯J
“
rÿ
k“1
´
αk
›››Bypjqk ›››
2
¯ Bypjqk›››Bypjqk ›››
2
´
bℓ‰jypℓqk
¯J
.
Refolding Y1pjq back into a d-mode tensor then gives us our first equality. The second two equalities
now follow directly from the definitions of modewise coherence. 
The next lemma gives us a useful expression for the norm of a tensor after a j-mode product in
terms of vector inner products.
Lemma 8. Let j P rds, B P Cmˆnj , and Y P Cn1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd be a rank-r tensor in standard form as per
(17). Then,
}Y ˆj B}2 “
rÿ
k,h“1
ś
ℓ‰j nℓÿ
a“1
αk
´
bℓ‰jypℓqk
¯
a
αh
´
bℓ‰jypℓqh
¯
a
A
By
pjq
k ,By
pjq
h
E
.
Here puqa denotes the ath coordinate of a vector u.
Proof. Using Lemma 2, the linearity of tensor matricization, and (14) once again we can see that
}Y ˆj B}2 “
›››››
rÿ
k“1
αk
´
©dℓ“1y
pℓq
k ˆj B
¯›››››
2
“
›››››
rÿ
k“1
αkBy
pjq
k
´
bℓ‰jypℓqk
¯J›››››
2
F
“
rÿ
k,h“1
B
αkBy
pjq
k
´
bℓ‰jypℓqk
¯J
, αhBy
pjq
h
´
bℓ‰jypℓqh
¯JF
F
where }¨}F and x¨, ¨yF denote the Frobenius matrix norm and inner product, respectively. Computing
the Frobenius inner products above columnwise by expressing each By
pjq
k
´
bℓ‰jypℓqk
¯J
as a sum of
12
its individual columns (each represented as a matrix with only one nonzero column) we can further
see that
}Y ˆj B}2 “
rÿ
k,h“1
ś
ℓ‰j nℓÿ
a“1
αk
´
bℓ‰jypℓqk
¯
a
αh
´
bℓ‰jypℓqh
¯
a
A
By
pjq
k ,By
pjq
h
E
.
as we wished to show. 
The following theorem demonstrates that a single modewise Johnson-Lindenstrauss embedding
of any low-rank tensor Y of the form (17) will preserve its norm up to an error depending on the
overall ℓ2-norm of its coefficients α P Cr. Subsequent results will then consider when }α}2 « }Y}.
Theorem 3. Let j P rds and Y P Cn1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd be a rank-r tensor as per (17). Suppose that A P Cmˆnj
is an pε{4q-JL embedding of the 4`r
2
˘` r “ 2r2 ´ r vectors˜ ď
1ďhăkďr
!
y
pjq
k ´ ypjqh ,ypjqk ` ypjqh ,ypjqk ´ iypjqh ,ypjqk ` iypjqh
)¸ď!
y
pjq
k
)
kPrrs
Ă Cnj
into Cm. Let Y 1 :“ Y ˆj A and rewrite it in standard form so that
Y 1 “
rÿ
k“1
α1k
¨
˝´©ℓăjypℓqk ¯© Ay
pjq
k›››Aypjqk ›››
2
©
´
©dℓąjy
pℓq
k
¯˛‚.
Then all of the following hold:
(:) |α1k ´ αk| ď ε|αk|{4 for all k P rrs so that }α1}8 ď p1` ε{4q}α}8
(::) µY 1,j ď µY,j`ε1´ε{4 , and µY 1,ℓ “ µY ,ℓ for all ℓ P rdsztju
(:::) ˇˇ}Y 1}2 ´ }Y}2ˇˇ ď ε
¨
˝1`arpr ´ 1qź
ℓ‰j
µY ,ℓ
˛
‚}α}22 ď ε´1` rµd´1Y ¯ }α}22 ď εpr` 1q}α}22
Proof. We prove each property in order below.
Proof of p:q: By Lemma 7 we have for all k P rrs that
ˇˇ
α1k ´ αk
ˇˇ “ ˇˇˇαk›››Aypjqk ›››
2
´ αk
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ›››Aypjqk ›››
2
´ 1
ˇˇˇ
|αk| ď ε|αk|{4
as we wished to prove.
Proof of p::q: Appealing to Lemma 7 and the definition of j-mode coherence we have that
µY 1,j “ max
k,hPrrs
k‰h
ˇˇˇA
Ay
pjq
k ,Ay
pjq
h
Eˇˇˇ
›››Aypjqk ›››
2
›››Aypjqh ›››
2
ď max
k,hPrrs
k‰h
ˇˇˇA
y
pjq
k ,y
pjq
h
Eˇˇˇ
` ε
1´ ε
4
“ µY ,j ` ε
1´ ε
4
,
where the inequality follows from Lemma 3 combined with A being an pε{4q-JL embedding.
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Proof of p:::q: Applying Lemma 8 with B “ A and B “ I, respectively, we can see that
(20)
}Y 1}2 ´ }Y}2 “
rÿ
k,h“1
ś
ℓ‰j nℓÿ
a“1
αk
´
bℓ‰jypℓqk
¯
a
αh
´
bℓ‰jypℓqh
¯
a
´A
Ay
pjq
k ,Ay
pjq
h
E
´
A
y
pjq
k ,y
pjq
h
E¯
.
Applying Lemma 3 to each inner product in (20) we can now see thatA
Ay
pjq
k ,Ay
pjq
h
E
“
A
y
pjq
k ,y
pjq
h
E
` εk,h
for some εk,h P C with |εk,h| ď ε. As a result we have that
ˇˇ}Y ˆj A}2 ´ }Y}2ˇˇ “
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ rÿ
k,h“1
ś
ℓ‰j nℓÿ
a“1
αk
´
bℓ‰jypℓqk
¯
a
αh
´
bℓ‰jypℓqh
¯
a
εk,h
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ .
“
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ rÿ
k,h“1
αkαhεk,h
ś
ℓ‰j nℓÿ
a“1
´
bℓ‰jypℓqk
¯
a
´
bℓ‰jypℓqh
¯
a
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ rÿ
k,h“1
αkαhεk,h
A
©ℓ‰jy
pℓq
k ,©ℓ‰jy
pℓq
h
Eˇˇˇˇˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ rÿ
k“1
|αk|2εk,k
›››©ℓ‰jypℓqk ›››2
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ`
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇÿ
k‰h
αkαhεk,h
A
©ℓ‰jy
pℓq
k ,©ℓ‰jy
pℓq
h
Eˇˇˇˇˇ .
Noting that
›››©ℓ‰jypℓqk ›››2 “ 1 by Lemma 1 since ›››ypℓqk ›››
2
“ 1 for all ℓ P rds and k P rrs, we now
have that
ˇˇ}Y ˆj A}2 ´ }Y}2ˇˇ ď ε
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ rÿ
k“1
|αk|2
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ`
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇÿ
k‰h
αkαhεk,h
A
©ℓ‰jy
pℓq
k ,©ℓ‰jy
pℓq
h
Eˇˇˇˇˇ
“ ε}α}22 `
ˇˇ@
EJα,α
Dˇˇ
,
where E P Crˆr is zero on its diagonal, and Ek,h “ εk,h
A
©ℓ‰jy
pℓq
k ,©ℓ‰jy
pℓq
h
E
for k ‰ h. As a
result,
ˇˇ}Y ˆj A}2 ´ }Y}2ˇˇ ď `ε` ››EJ››2Ñ2˘ }α}22, where the operator norm ››EJ››2Ñ2 satisfies››EJ››
2Ñ2 ď }E}F ď
dÿ
k‰h
ˇˇˇA
©ℓ‰jy
pℓq
k ,©ℓ‰jy
pℓq
h
Eˇˇˇ
2
ε2 “ ε
dÿ
k‰h
ˇˇˇA
©ℓ‰jy
pℓq
k ,©ℓ‰jy
pℓq
h
Eˇˇˇ
2
.
Finally, Lemma 1 and the definition of µY implies that
}E}2Ñ2 ď ε
a
rpr ´ 1q
ź
ℓ‰j
µY ,ℓ ď εrµd´1Y .
Thus, we obtain the desired bound
ˇˇ}Y ˆj A}2 ´ }Y}2 ˇˇ ď ε
¨
˝1`arpr ´ 1qź
ℓ‰j
µY ,ℓ
˛
‚}α}22 ď ε´1` rµd´1Y ¯ }α}22.

Note that part (:::) of Theorem 3 bounds ˇˇ}Y 1}2 ´ }Y}2ˇˇ with respect to }α}2
2
. Traditional JL-
type error guarantees typically want to prove error bounds of the form
ˇˇ}Y 1}2 ´ }Y}2ˇˇ ď Cε}Y}2,
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however. The next lemma bounds }α}2
2
by }Y}2 so that the reader who desires such bounds can
obtain them easily for any tensor with sufficiently small modewise coherence.
Lemma 9. Let Y P Cn1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd be a rank-r tensor as per (17) with the basis coherence µ1Y ă pr´1q´1.
Then,
}α}22 ď
ˆ
1
1´ pr ´ 1qµ1
Y
˙
}Y}2 ď
˜
1
1´ pr ´ 1qśdℓ“1 µY ,ℓ
¸
}Y}2 ď
˜
1
1´ pr ´ 1qµd
Y
¸
}Y}2.
Proof. Utilizing Lemma 1 and the standard form of Y we can see that
ˇˇ}Y}2 ´ }α}22ˇˇ “
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ rÿ
k,h“1
αkαh
A
©dℓ“1y
pℓq
k , ©
d
ℓ“1y
pℓq
h
E
´
rÿ
k“1
|αk|2
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ rÿ
k‰h
αkαh
dź
ℓ“1
A
y
pℓq
k , y
pℓq
h
Eˇˇˇˇˇ ď µ1Y rÿ
k‰h
|αkαh|
“ µ1Y
¨
˝˜ rÿ
k“1
|αk|
¸2
´
rÿ
k“1
|αk|2
˛
‚ ď µ1Y ´`?r}α}2˘2 ´ }α}22¯
where the last inequality follows from Cauchy-Schwarz. As a result we have thatˇˇ}Y}2 ´ }α}22ˇˇ ď µ1Ypr ´ 1q}α}22
which in turn implies that
}Y}2 ě `1´ pr ´ 1qµ1Y˘ }α}22.

The following simple technical lemma will be used repeatedly in our next theorem.
Lemma 10. Let c, d P R`. Then, ec ě
´
1` c
d
¯d
.
We are now prepared to prove our main theorem for this section. Recall that combining it with
Lemma 9 provides traditional JL-embedding error bounds.
Theorem 4. Let ε P p0, 3{4s, Y P Cn1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd be a rank-r tensor expressed in standard form as per
(17), and Aj P Cmjˆnj be an pε{4dq-JL embedding of the 2r2 ´ r vectors
S 1j :“
˜ ď
1ďhăkďr
!
y
pjq
k ´ ypjqh ,ypjqk ` ypjqh ,ypjqk ´ iypjqh ,ypjqk ` iypjqh
)¸ď!
y
pjq
k
)
kPrrs
Ă Cnj
into Cmj for each j P rds. Then,ˇˇˇ
}Y}2 ´ }Y ˆ1 A1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆd Ad}2
ˇˇˇ
ď ε
´
e` e2
a
rpr ´ 1q ¨max
´
εd´1, µd´1
Y
¯¯
}α}22(21)
ď εe2 pr ` 1q }α}22
always holds. Here, µY is maximum modewise coherence of the tensor defined by (19). Furthermore,
if µY “ 0 then ˇˇˇ
}Y}2 ´ }Y ˆ1 A1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆd Ad}2
ˇˇˇ
ď
´
ε` e
a
rpr ´ 1qεd
¯
e}α}22.
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Proof. Let Yp0q :“ Y, and for each j P rds define the tensor
Ypjq :“ Y ˆ1 A1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆj Aj “
rÿ
k“1
αj,k ©
d
ℓ“1 y
pℓq
j,k
expressed in standard form via j applications of Lemma 7. Note that parts (:) and (::) of Theorem 3
imply that
piq |αj,k ´ αj´1,k| ď ε|αj´1,k|{4d so that |αj,k| ď p1` ε{4dq|αj´1,k| holds for all k P rrs, and
piiq µYpjq,j ď pµYpj´1q,j ` ε{dq{p1´ ε{4dq, and µYpjq,ℓ “ µYpj´1q,ℓ for all ℓ P rdsztju,
both hold for all and j P rds. Using these facts it is not too difficult to inductively establish that
both
(22) |αj,k| ď p1` ε{4dqj |αk|,
and
(23)
ź
ℓ‰j
µYpj´1q,ℓ ď
¨
˝ź
ℓăj
µY ,ℓ ` ε{d
1´ ε{4d
˛
‚ź
ℓąj
µY ,ℓ ď
ˆ
µY ` ε{d
1´ ε{4d
˙j´1
µ
d´j
Y
,
also hold for all k P rrs and j P rds. Note that in (23) we will let µ0Y “ 1 even if µY “ 0 since this
still yields the correct bound in the j “ d and µY “ 0 case.
Preceding with the desired error bound we can now see thatˇˇˇ
}Y}2 ´ }Y ˆ1 A1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆd Ad}2
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇd´1ÿ
j“0
›››Ypjq›››2 ´ ›››Ypj`1q›››2
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ď ε
d
d´1ÿ
j“0
¨
˝1`arpr ´ 1q ź
ℓ‰j`1
µYpjq,ℓ
˛
‚}αj}22
ď ε
d
d´1ÿ
j“0
˜
1`
a
rpr ´ 1q
ˆ
µY ` ε{d
1´ ε{4d
˙j
µ
d´1´j
Y
¸
p1` ε{4dq2j}α}22
ď ε
d
d´1ÿ
j“0
˜
1`
a
rpr ´ 1q
ˆ
µY ` ε{d
1´ ε{4d
˙j
µ
d´1´j
Y
¸
p1` 9ε{16dqj}α}22
where we have used part (:::) of Theorem 3, (22), and (23). Considering each term in the upper
bound above separately, we have thatˇˇˇ
}Y}2 ´ }Y ˆ1 A1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆd Ad}2
ˇˇˇ
ď ε
d
}α}22
´
T1 `
a
rpr ´ 1qT2
¯
where
T1 :“
d´1ÿ
j“0
p1` 9ε{16dqj “ p1` 9ε{16dq
d ´ 1
9ε{16d ď ed
using Lemma 10 and that 9ε{16 ă 1, and where
T2 :“
d´1ÿ
j“0
ˆ
µY ` ε{d
1´ ε{4d
˙j
µ
d´1´j
Y
p1` 9ε{16dqj ď
d´1ÿ
j“0
pµY ` ε{dqj µd´1´jY p1` ε{dqj
for ε ď 3{4.
Continuing to bound the second term we will consider three cases. First, if µY “ 0 then
T2 ď pε{dqd´1 p1` ε{dqd´1 ď e pε{dqd´1 ,
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using Lemma 10 and that ε ă 1. Second, if 0 ă µY ď ε then
T2 ď
d´1ÿ
j“0
pε` ε{dqj εd´1´jp1` ε{dqj “ εd´1
d´1ÿ
j“0
p1` 1{dqj p1` ε{dqj
ď εd´1d p1` 1{dqd p1` ε{dqd ď de2εd´1,
using Lemma 10 and that ε ă 1 once more. If, however, µY ą ε then we can see that
T2 ď µd´1Y
d´1ÿ
j“0
p1` ε{µYdqj p1` ε{dqj ď µd´1Y
d´1ÿ
j“0
p1` 1{dqj p1` ε{dqj
ď µd´1
Y
¨ d p1` 1{dqd p1` ε{dqd ď µd´1
Y
d e1`ε ď de2µd´1
Y
,
where we have again utilized Lemma 10. The desired result now follows. 
3.1. Extension of Theorem 4 to Oblivious Tensor Subspace Embedding. First, Theorem 4
can be extended to show that the modewise compression preserves scalar products between two
tensors X and Y spanned by the same rank one tensors. We have the following corollary of
Theorem 4.
Corollary 1. Suppose that X ,Y P L Ă Cn1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd have standard forms given by
X “
rÿ
k“1
βk ©
d
ℓ“1 y
pℓq
k , and Y “
rÿ
k“1
αk ©
d
ℓ“1 y
pℓq
k .
Let ε P p0, 3{4s, and Aj P Cmjˆnj be a pε{4dq-JL embedding of the set S1j defined as in the statement
of Theorem 4 for each j P rds. Then,ˇˇˇA
X ˆdj“1 Aj, Y ˆdj“1Aj
E
´ xX , Yy
ˇˇˇ
ď 2ε1 `}β}22 ` }α}22˘ ď 4ε1 ¨max  }β}22, }α}22(
ď 4ε1 ¨ max
 }X }2, }Y}2(
1´ pr ´ 1qµ1
Y
,
where
(24) ε1 :“
$&
%
´
ε` e
a
rpr ´ 1qεd
¯
e if µY “ 0,
ε
´
e` e2arpr ´ 1q ¨max´εd´1, µd´1
Y
¯¯
otherwise.
Proof. Using the polarization identity in combination with Lemma 2 and Theorem 4 we can see
thatˇˇˇA
X ˆdj“1 Aj, Y ˆdj“1 Aj
E
´ xX , Yy
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ1
4
3ÿ
ℓ“0
i
ℓ
ˆ›››X ˆdj“1 Aj ` iℓY ˆdj“1 Aj›››2
2
´
›››X ` iℓY›››2
2
˙ˇˇˇˇˇ
ď 1
4
3ÿ
ℓ“0
ε1
›››β ` iℓα›››2
2
ď ε1 p}β}
2
` }α}
2
q2
ď 2ε1 `}β}22 ` }α}22˘ ď 4ε1 ¨max  }β}22, }α}22( ,
where the second to last inequality follows from Young’s inequality for products. An application
of Lemma 9 yields the final inequality. 
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Theorem 4 and Corollary 1 guarantee that modewise JL-embeddings approximately preserve the
norms and the scalar products between all tensors in the span of the set
B :“
!
©dℓ“1y
pℓq
k
ˇˇ
k P rrs
)
Ă Cn1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd .
Let
L :“ span
´!
©dℓ“1y
pℓq
k
ˇˇ
k P rrs
)¯
.
Then, employing η-optimal JL embeddings (as per Definition 2), we can get a subspace oblivious
version of Theorem 4.
Corollary 2. Fix δ, η P p0, 1{2q and d ě 2. Let L be an r-dimensional subspace of Cn1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd
spanned by a basis of rank-1 tensors B :“
!
©dℓ“1y
pℓq
k
ˇˇ
k P rrs
)
with modewise coherence (as
per (18)) satisfying µd´1
B
ă 1{2r. For each j P rds draw Aj P Cmjˆnj with
(25) mj ě C˜ ¨ r2{dd2{ε2 ¨ ln
`
2r2d{η˘
from an pη{dq-optimal family of JL embedding distributions, where C˜ P R` is an absolute constant.
Then with probability at least 1´ η we haveˇˇˇ
}Y ˆ1 A1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆd Ad}2 ´ }Y}2
ˇˇˇ
ď ε }Y}2 ,
for all Y P L.
Proof. Let Y P L. By Corollary 1, the linear operator L defined as LpZq “ Z ˆ1 A1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆd Ad is
an ε-JL embedding of Y if
‚ 4{ p1´ pr ´ 1qµ1Bq ď 8 and
‚ each Aj is an pδ{4q d-JL embedding of the set S1j of cardinality |S1j| ď 2r2 ´ r, where the
dependence ε1pδq is defined by (24), and ε ě 8ε1.
The first condition is satisfied since basis incoherence condition implies
µ1B ď µdB ď 1{2 pr ´ 1q .
Hence, 8p1´ pr ´ 1qµ1Bq ě 4. To check the second condition, note that due to (24), it is enough to
take ε such that
ε ě 8δe ` 8δe2rmax
´
δd´1, µd´1
B
¯
,
and δ :“ ε{16e ¨ p1{rq1{d satisfies that. Then, the matrix Aj taken from an pη{dq-optimal family of
JL distributions will be an pδ{4dq-JL embedding of S1j to Cmj with probability 1´ η{d as long as
|S1j| “ 2r2 ´ r ď
η
d
exp
ˆ
δ2mj
16d2C
˙
,
which is satisfied for each mj defined by (25). Taking union bound over d modes, we conclude the
proof of Corollary 2. 
Remark 2 (JL-type embedding for low-rank matrices). Corollary 2 (as well as the above results,
including Theorem 4) can be applied in the special case where X “ X is a matrix in Cn1ˆn2. In
this case, the CP-rank is the usual matrix rank, and the CP decomposition becomes the regular
SVD decomposition of the matrix which can be computed efficiently in parallel (see, e.g., [27]). In
particular, the basis vectors are orthogonal to each other in this case. The result of Corollary 2
implies that taking A and B as matrices belonging to the pη{2q-JL embedding family and of sizes
n1ˆm1 and n2ˆm2, respectively, such that mj & r lnpr{?ηq{ε2 (for j “ 1, 2), we get the following
JL-type result for the Frobenius matrix norm: with probability 1´ η,
}ATXB}2F “ p1` ε˜q}X}2F for some |ε˜| ď ε.
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3.2. Naturally incoherent tensor bases. Again, we remind the reader that Lemma 9 can
be used in combination with the theorems and corollaries above/below in order to provide JL-
embedding results of the usual type. In order for Lemma 9 to apply, however, we need the co-
herence µ1B of the basis B to satisfy µ
1
B ă pr ´ 1q´1. One popular set of bases with this property
are those that result from considering tensors whose Tucker decompositions [49, 34, 27] have core
tensors with a small number of nonzero entries. More specifically, let C P Cn1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd , Upjq P Cnjˆnj
be unitary for all j P rds, and S Ă rn1s ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ rnds be a set of r indices in C. Now consider the
r-dimensional tensor subspace
LTucker :“
!
X
ˇˇˇ
X “ C ˆdj“1 Upjq with Ci “ 0 for all i R S
)
.
One can see that any tensor Y P LTucker can be written in standard form as per (17) with, for all
ℓ P rds, ypℓqk “ Upℓqk1 for some column k1 P rnℓs. As a result, µ1Y “ µ1B “ 0 will hold due to the
orthogonality of the columns of each Upℓq matrix. We therefore have the following special case of
Theorem 4 in this setting.
Corollary 3. Suppose that Y P LTucker Ă Cn1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd. Let ε P p0, 3{4s, and Aj P Cmjˆnj be defined
as per Theorem 4 for each j P rds. Then,ˇˇˇ
}Y}2 ´ }Y ˆ1 A1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆd Ad}2
ˇˇˇ
ď ε1 }Y}2 ,
where
ε1 :“
$&
%
´
ε` earpr ´ 1qεd¯ e if µB “ 0,
ε
´
e` e2arpr ´ 1q ¨max´εd´1, µd´1
B
¯¯
otherwise.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 4 combined with Lemma 9 after noting that µ1B “ 0 holds. 
Another natural set of bases on which the property µ1B ă pr´1q´1 is satisfied is random family of
sub-gaussian tensors. The following Lemma 11 shows that if all the components of all vectors y
pjq
k
(for j P rds, k P rrs) are normalized independent K-subgaussian random variables (see Definition 5
below), the coherence is actually low with high probability.
Definition 5. A random variable ξ is called K-subgaussian, if for all t ě 0
P t|ξ| ą tu ď 2 exp `´t2{K2˘ .
Informally, all normal random variables (with any mean and variance), and also those with
lighter tails are K-subgaussian with some proper constant K. All bounded random variables are
subgaussian.
Lemma 11. Let µ ą 0. Let j P rds and Y P Cn1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd be a rank-r tensor as per (17). Let n “
min
iPrds
ni. If all components of all vectors y
pjq
k are normalized independent mean zero K-subgaussian
random variables, with probability at least 1 ´ 2r2d exp `´cµ2n˘ maximum modewise coherence
parameter of the tensor Y is at most µ. Here, c is a positive constant depending only on K.
Proof. For any k P rrs and j P rds denote y˜pjqk :“ ypjqk ¨ }y˜pjqk }. By definition, y˜pjqk are independent
K-subgaussian random variables for all k P rrs and j P rds. Therefore, their norms are of order ?n
with high probability: for any fixed k, j,
P
!
n{2 ď }y˜pjqk }22 ď 2n
)
ě 1´ 2 exp `´c1n{K4˘
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(see, e.g. [[52], Section 3.1]). Taking union bound, we can conclude that with probability at least
1´ 2rd exp `´c1n{K4˘, all vectors y˜pjqk have their norms between ran{2,?2ns.
For any mean zero independent K-subgaussian vectors x and y,
P t|xx,yy| ě µ}x}}y}u
ď P
!
|xx,yy| ě µ}y}
a
n{2
)
` P
!
}x} ă
a
n{2
)
.(26)
To bound the first term, let us use Hoeffding’s inequality (see, e.g. [[52], Theorem 2.6.3]). Condi-
tioning on y, we have
Px
#ˇˇˇÿ
i
xiyi
ˇˇˇ
ě µ}y}
a
n{2
+
ď 2 exp
ˆ
´c2µ
2n
2K2
˙
.
Now, let y˜
pjq
k “ x and y˜pjql “ y. Integrating over y˜pjql and then taking union bound over all choices
of k, l and j, we get
ˇˇˇ
xypjqk ,ypjql y
ˇˇˇ
ď µ for all component vectors in the tensor Y with probability at
least
1´ 2r2d exp
ˆ
´c2µ
2n
2K2
˙
´ 2rd exp
´
´c1n
K4
¯
ě 1´ 2r2d exp `´cµ2n˘ .
Lemma 11 is proved. 
The following two elementary corollaries illustrate the applicability of our theory to independent
subgaussian tensors. In these corollaries, the term subgaussian tensor always refers to a tensor
defined as per Lemma 11, and should not be confused with a tensor with subgaussian elements.
Corollary 4. Let ε P p0, 3{4s. Let Y be a subgaussian tensor defined as in Lemma 11. For low-rank
tensors in high-dimensional spaces, such that
n :“ min
iPrds
ě logpr
2dq
ε2c
(the small constant c is the same as in Lemma 11), with probability at least 1´ exp `c1ε2n˘, Theo-
rem 4 holds with better dependence on ε, namely,ˇˇˇ
}Y}2 ´ }Y ˆ1 A1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆd Ad}2
ˇˇˇ
ď
´
εdr ` ε
¯
e2}α}22.
Here, c1 ą 0 is an absolute constant.
Proof. Apply Lemma 11 with µ “ ε. 
Corollary 5. Let Y be a subgaussian tensor defined as in Lemma 11. If
n :“ min
i“1,...,d
ni ě Cr2{d log pmax pr, dqq ,
with probability at least 1´exp `´c1n{r2{d˘, Lemma 9 gives a non-trivial lower bound }Y} ě 0.99}α}.
Here, c1 ą 0 is an absolute constant.
In particular, the claim holds when r ď Cd
1
and n ě C2maxtr, du.
Proof. Apply Lemma 11 with µ “
´
0.01
r´1
¯d´1
. 
Remark 3. Note that in the general case, when r can be as large as Opndq, the µY estimate given
in Lemma 11 is not strong enough. Indeed, to have a non-trivial probability estimate, one must take
µ ą
a
2d log n{nq. However, µY „
a
d log n{n together with r „ nd do not satisfy the condition of
Lemma 9, since pr ´ 1qµdY “ pd log nqd " 1.
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One could use alternative more sophisticated anti-concentration results instead of Lemma 9. For
example, it was shown recently in [53] that for any r ď 0.99nd and under some mild conditions,
}Y} ě cn´d{2}α}2 (in the independent subgaussian setting as discussed above). Note that this result
contains additional non-favorable dependence on n. To the best of our knowledge, it is an open
question whether general systems of independent (sub)gaussian vectors form tensors that satisfy
norm anti-concentration like the one in Lemma 9. See also the discussion in [53].
4. Applications to Least Squares Problems and fitting CP models
Now, let us consider the following fitting problem. Given tensor X , which is suspected to have
(approximately) low CP-rank r, we would like to find the rank-r tensor Y in the standard form,
as per (17), being closest to X in the tensor Euclidean norm. Although the r-dimensional basis
(subspace) of Y is naturally unknown, a common way to tackle the fitting problem is to start with
a randomly generated basis, and then update the basis tensors mode by mode improving the least
square error. This brings us to a framework considered in the previous section: a tensor Y being
in some fixed low-dimensional subspace at each step. Since this subspace is changing throughout
the fitting process, the oblivious subspace dimension reduction technique is desirable. The fitting
problem can be considered as a generalization of the embedding problem introduced in the previous
section (with the addition of a potentially full rank tensor X that is being approximated).
In this section, we formalize the fitting problem and explain how we propose to use modewise
dimension reduction for it. Then, we develop the machinery generalizing our methods from Section 2
to incorporate an unknown tensor X . Finally, we propose a more-sophisticated two-step dimension
reduction process that further improves the resulting dimension for both embedding and fitting
problems to almost log-optimal order Oprε´2q.
As explained above, the common alternating least squares approach for fitting a low-rank CP
decomposition along the lines of (17) to an arbitrary tensor X P Cn1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd involves solving a
sequence of least squares problems
(27) argmin
y˜
pjq
1
,...,y˜
pjq
r PCnj
›››››X ´
rÿ
k“1
αk ©
d
ℓ“1 y
pℓq
k
›››››
for each j P rds after fixing
!
y
pℓq
k
)
kPrrs,ℓPrdsztju
. Here, y
pjq
k “ y˜pjqk {}y˜pjqk }2 @j, k and αk “
śd
ℓ“1 }y˜pℓqk }2.
One then varies j through all values in rds computing (27) for each j in order to update ypjqk @j, k
(potentially cycling through all d modes many times). This makes it particularly important to
solve each least squares problem (27) efficiently.
Fix j P rds and let eh P Cnj be the hth column of the nj ˆ nj identity matrix. To see how our
modewise tensor subspace embeddings can be of value for solving (27), one can begin by noting
that ›››››X ´
rÿ
k“1
αk ©
d
ℓ“1 y
pℓq
k
›››››
2
“
›››››Xpjq ´
rÿ
k“1
αky
pjq
k
´
bℓ‰jypℓqk
¯J›››››
2
F
“
›››››
njÿ
h“1
˜
X
phq
pjq ´
rÿ
k“1
αky
pjq
k,heh
´
bℓ‰jypℓqk
¯J¸›››››
2
F
where Xpjq denotes mode-j matricization of X , and all the rows of X
phq
pjq P Cnjˆ
ś
ℓ‰j nℓ are zero
except for its hth-row which matches that of Xpjq. We may now compute the squared Frobenius
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norm directly above row-wise and get that›››››X ´
rÿ
k“1
αk ©
d
ℓ“1 y
pℓq
k
›››››
2
“
njÿ
h“1
›››››xj,h ´
rÿ
k“1
αky
pjq
k,h
´
bℓ‰jypℓqk
¯›››››
2
F
“
njÿ
h“1
›››››X pj,hq ´
rÿ
k“1
αky
pjq
k,h©ℓ‰j y
pℓq
k
›››››
2
where xj,h P C
ś
ℓ‰j nℓ denotes the hth-row of Xpjq, and X pj,hq its tensorized version. As a conse-
quence, (27) can be decoupled into nj separate least squares problems of the form
(28) argmin
α1
j,h
PCr
›››››X pj,hq ´
rÿ
k“1
α1j,h,k ©
d
ℓ‰j y
pℓq
k
›››››
each involving one pd´1q-mode mode-j slice, X pj,hq, of the original tensor X . Here α1j,h,k :“ αkypjqk,h
where αk is known @k P rrs from (27). Note also that these nj separate least squares problems can,
if desired, be solved in parallel for each different h P rnjs.
In order to solve each least squares problem (28) we can now utilize modewise JL embeddings
and instead solve the smaller least squares problem
(29) argmin
α1
j,h
PCr
››››››X pj,hq
ą
ℓ‰j
Aℓ ´
rÿ
k“1
α1j,h,k ©
d
ℓ‰j y
pℓq
k
ą
ℓ‰j
Aℓ
››››››
provided that the
!
y
pℓq
k
)
kPrrs
are sufficiently incoherent for all ℓ P rdsztju (an easy to check con-
dition). We can then update each entry of y˜
pjq
k by setting y˜
pjq
k,h “ α1j,h,k{αk for all h P rnjs and
k P rrs.
We prove that the method described above works in Theorem 6. Namely, Theorem 6 shows that
the solution to (29) will be close to that of (28) in terms of quality if the matrices Aj are chosen
from appropriate η-optimal JL families of distributions. In order to do that, we first establish that›››X pj,hqŚℓ‰jAℓ››› « ››X pj,hq›› can also hold for all j P rds and h P rnjs. This is proven in Lemma 12.
With Lemma 12 in hand, we prove a more general result in Theorem 5 which directly applies to
least squares problems as per (29) when LpZq :“ ZŚℓ‰jAℓ and A “ I.
Lemma 12. Let ε P p0, 1q, Zp1q, . . . ,Zppq P Cn1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd, and A1 P Cm1ˆn1 be an pε{edq-JL embed-
ding of the all p
´śd
ℓ“2 nℓ
¯
mode-1 fibers of all p of these tensors,
S1 :“
ď
tPrps
!
Z
ptq
:,i2,...,id
| @iℓ P rnℓs, ℓ P rdszt1u
)
Ă Cn1 ,
into Cm1 . Next, set Zp1,tq :“ Zptq ˆ1A1 P Cm1ˆn2ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd @t P rps, and then let A2 P Cm2ˆn2 be an
pε{edq-JL embedding of all p
´
m1
śd
ℓ“3 nℓ
¯
mode-2 fibers
S2 :“
ď
tPrps
!
Z
p1,tq
i1,:,i3,...,id
| @i1 P rm1s & iℓ P rnℓs, ℓ P rdszr2s
)
Ă Cn2
into Cm2 . Continuing inductively, for each j P rdszr2s and t P rps set Zpj´1,tq :“ Zpj´2,tq ˆj´1
Aj´1 P Cm1ˆ¨¨¨ˆmj´1ˆnjˆ¨¨¨ˆnd, and then let Aj P Cmjˆnj be an pε{edq-JL embedding of all
22
p
´śj´1
ℓ“1 mℓ
¯´śd
ℓ“j`1 nℓ
¯
mode-j fibers
Sj :“
ď
tPrps
!
Z
pj´1,tq
i1,...,ij´1,:,ij`1,...,id
| @iℓ P rmℓs, ℓ P rj ´ 1s & iℓ P rnℓs, ℓ P rdszrjs,
)
Ă Cnj
into Cmj . Then, ˇˇˇ
ˇ›››Zptq›››2 ´ ›››Zptq ˆ1 A1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆd Ad›››2
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ď ε ›››Zptq›››2
will hold for all t P rps.
Proof. Fix t P rps and let X p0q :“ Zptq, X pjq :“ Zpj,tq for all j P rd´1s, and X pdq :“ Zpd´1,tqˆdAd “
Zptq ˆ1 A1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆd Ad. Choose any j P rds, and let xj,h P Cnj denote the hth column of the mode-
j unfolding of X pj´1q, denoted by Xpj´1qpjq . It is easy to see that each xj,h is a mode-j fiber of
X pj´1q “ Zpj´1,tq for each 1 ď h ď N 1j :“
´śj´1
ℓ“1 mℓ
¯´ś
ℓ“j`1 nℓ
¯
. Thus, we can see thatˇˇˇ
ˇ›››X pj´1q›››2 ´ ›››X pjq›››2
ˇˇˇ
ˇ “
ˇˇˇ
ˇ›››X pj´1q›››2 ´ ›››X pj´1q ˆj Aj›››2
ˇˇˇ
ˇ “
ˇˇˇ
ˇ›››Xpj´1qpjq
›››2
F
´
›››AjXpj´1qpjq
›››2
F
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
“
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ N 1jÿ
h“1
}xj,h}22 ´ }Ajxj,h}22
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ ď N
1
jÿ
h“1
ˇˇ}xj,h}22 ´ }Ajxj,h}22ˇˇ
ď ε
ed
N 1jÿ
h“1
}xj,h}22 “
ε
ed
›››Xpj´1qpjq
›››2
F
“ ε
ed
›››X pj´1q›››2 .
A short induction argument now reveals that
››X pjq››2 ď `1` ε
ed
˘j ››X p0q››2 holds for all j P rds. As
a result we can now see thatˇˇˇ
ˇ
›››X p0q›››2 ´ ›››X pdq›››2 ˇˇˇˇ “
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ dÿ
j“1
›››X pj´1q›››2 ´ ›››X pjq›››2
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ď dÿ
j“1
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
›››X pj´1q›››2 ´ ›››X pjq›››2 ˇˇˇˇ ď ε
ed
dÿ
j“1
›››X pj´1q›››2
ď ε
ed
dÿ
j“1
´
1` ε
ed
¯j´1 ›››X p0q›››2 ď ε
e
´
1` ε
ed
¯d ›››X p0q›››2 .
holds. The desired result now follows from Lemma 10. 
With Lemma 12 in hand we can now prove that the solution to (29) will be close to that of
(28) in terms of quality if the matrices Aj are chosen appropriately. We have the following general
result which directly applies to least squares problems as per (29) when LpZq :“ ZŚℓ‰jAℓ and
A “ I.
Theorem 5 (Embeddings for Compressed Least Squares). Let X P Cn1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd, L be an r-dimensional
subspace of Cn1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd spanned by a set of orthonormal basis tensors tTkukPrrs, and PLK : Cn1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd Ñ
C
n1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd be the orthogonal projection operator on the orthogonal complement of L. Fix ε P p0, 1q
and suppose that the linear operator L : Cn1ˆn2ˆ...ˆnd Ñ Cm1ˆ¨¨¨ˆmd1 has both of the following
properties:
(i) L is an pε{6q-JL embedding of all Y P LY tPLKpX qu into Cm1ˆ¨¨¨ˆmd1 , and
(ii) L is an pε{24?rq-JL embedding of the 4r tensors
S 1 :“
ď
kPrrs
"
PLKpX q
}PLKpX q}
´ Tk, PLKpX q}PLKpX q}
` Tk, PLKpX q}PLKpX q}
´ iTk, PLKpX q}PLKpX q}
` iTk
*
Ă Cn1ˆn2ˆ...ˆnd
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into Cm1ˆ¨¨¨ˆmd1 .
Furthermore, let vect : Cm1ˆ¨¨¨ˆmd1 Ñ C
śd1
ℓ“1 mℓ be a reshaping vectorization operator, and A P
C
mˆśd1ℓ“1mℓ be an pε{3q-JL embedding of the pr ` 1q-dimensional subspace
L1 :“ span tvect ˝ L pPLKpX qq , vect ˝ L pT1q , . . . , vect ˝ L pTrqu Ă C
śd1
ℓ“1mℓ
into Cm. Then, ˇˇˇ
}A pvect ˝ L pX ´ Yqq}2
2
´ }X ´ Y}2
ˇˇˇ
ď ε }X ´ Y}2
holds for all Y P L.
Proof. Note that the theorem will be proven if L is an pε{3q–JL embedding of all tensors of the form 
X ´ Y ˇˇ Y P L( into Cm1ˆ¨¨¨ˆmd1 since any such tensor X ´Y will also have vect ˝L pX ´ Yq P L1
so that
ˇˇˇ
}A pvect ˝ L pX ´ Yqq}2
2
´ }X ´ Y}2
ˇˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇ
}A pvect ˝ L pX ´ Yqq}2
2
´ }L pX ´ Yq}2
ˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ
}L pX ´ Yq}2 ´ }X ´ Y}2
ˇˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇ
}A pvect ˝ L pX ´ Yqq}2
2
´ }vect ˝ L pX ´ Yq}2
2
ˇˇˇ
` ε
3
}X ´ Y}2
ď ε
3
}vect ˝ L pX ´ Yq}2
2
` ε
3
}X ´ Y}2
“ ε
3
}L pX ´ Yq}2 ` ε
3
}X ´ Y}2
ď ε
3
´
1` ε
3
¯
}X ´ Y}2 ` ε
3
}X ´ Y}2 ď ε }X ´ Y}2 .
Let PL be the orthogonal projection operator onto L. Our first step in establishing that L is an
pε{3q–JL embedding of all tensors of the form  X ´ Y ˇˇ Y P L( into Cm1ˆ¨¨¨ˆmd1 will be to show
that L preserves all the angles between PLKpX q and L well enough that the Pythagorean theorem
}X ´ Y}2 “ }PLKpX q `PL pX q ´ Y}2 “ }PLKpX q}2 ` }PL pX q ´ Y}2
still approximately holds for all Y P L after L is applied. Toward that end, let γ P Cr be such
that PL pX q ´ Y “
ř
kPrrs γkTk and note that }γ}2 “ }PL pX q ´ Y} due to the orthonormality of
tTkukPrrs. Appealing to Lemma 4 we now have that
|xL pPL pX q ´ Yq , L pPLKpX qqy| “ }PLKpX q}
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ ÿ
kPrrs
γk
B
L pTkq , L
ˆ
PLKpX q
}PLKpX q}
˙Fˇˇˇˇˇˇ
ď }PLKpX q}
ˆ
ε
6
?
r
˙ ÿ
kPrrs
|γk| ď ε
6
}PLKpX q} }γ}2(30)
ď ε
12
´
}PLKpX q}2 ` }PL pX q ´ Y}2
¯
“ ε
12
}X ´ Y}2.
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Using (30) we can now see thatˇˇˇ
}L pX ´ Yq}2
2
´ }X ´ Y}2
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ
}L pX ´ Yq}2
2
´ }PLKpX q}2 ´ }PL pX q ´ Y}2
ˇˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇ
}L pPLKpX qq}2 ´ }PLKpX q}2
ˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ
}L pPL pX q ´ Yq}2 ´ }PL pX q ´ Y}2
ˇˇˇ
` 2 |xL pPL pX q ´ Yq , L pPLKpX qqy|
ď ε
6
`}PLKpX q}2 ` }PL pX q ´ Y}2 ` }X ´ Y}2˘ “ ε3}X ´ Y}2.
Thus, L has the desired JL-embedding property required to conclude the proof. 
Theorems 4 and 5 together with Lemma 12 can now be used to demonstrate the existence of a
large range of modewise Johnson-Lindenstrauss Transforms (JLTs) for oblivious tensor subspace
embeddings. The following modewise JLT result for tensors describes the compression one can
achieve from Theorem 5 if the linear operator L one employs is formed using j-mode products
(as considered in Theorem 4) with Aj P Cmjˆnj taken from η-optimal families of JL embedding
distributions (in the sense of Definition 2).
Theorem 6. Fix ε, η P p0, 1{2q and d ě 3. Let X P Cn1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd, n :“ max
j
nj ě 4r ` 1, and L
be an r-dimensional subspace of Cn1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd spanned by a basis B :“
!
©dℓ“1y
pℓq
k
ˇˇ
k P rrs
)
of rank-1
tensors, with modewise coherence satisfying µd´1
B
ă 1{2r. For each j P rds draw Aj P Cmjˆnj with
(31) mj ě Cj ¨ rd3{ε2 ¨ ln pn{ d?ηq
from an pη{4dq-optimal family of JL embedding distributions, where Cj P R` is an absolute con-
stant. Furthermore, let A P Cm1ˆ
śd
ℓ“1 mℓ with
m1 ě C 1r ¨ ε´2 ¨ ln
ˆ
47
ε r
?
η
˙
be drawn from an pη{2q-optimal family of JL embedding distributions, where C 1 P R` is an absolute
constant. Define L : Cn1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd Ñ Cm1ˆ¨¨¨ˆmd by LpZq “ Z ˆ1A1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆdAd. Then with probability
at least 1´ η the linear operator A ˝ vect ˝ L : Cn1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd Ñ Cm1 satisfiesˇˇˇ
}A pvect ˝ L pX ´ Yqq}2
2
´ }X ´ Y}2
ˇˇˇ
ď ε }X ´ Y}2
for all Y P L.
Proof. To begin, we note that A will satisfy the conditions required by Theorem 5 with probability
at least 1´ η{2 as a consequence of Lemma 5. Thus, if we can also establish that the L will satisfy
the conditions required by Theorem 5 with probability at least 1´ η{2 we will be finished with our
proof by Theorem 5 and the union bound.
To establish that L satisfies the conditions required by Theorem 5 with probability at least
1´ η{2, it suffices to prove that
(a) L will be an pε{6q-JL embedding of all Y P L into Cm1ˆ¨¨¨ˆmd with probability at least
1´ η{4, and that
(b) L will be an pε{24?rq-JL embedding of the 4r ` 1 tensors S 1 Y tPLKpX qu Ă Cn1ˆn2ˆ...ˆnd
into Cm1ˆ¨¨¨ˆmd with probability at least 1´η{4, where the set S 1 is defined as in Theorem 5
and apply yet another union bound.
To show that (a) holds we will utilize Theorem 4 and Lemma 9. Since each Aj matrix is an
pη{4dq-optimal JL embedding and the sets S 1j (defined as in Theorem 4) are such that |S 1j | ă nd,
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we know that each Aj is an pε{480d
?
rq-JL embedding of S 1j into Cmj with probability6 at least
1´ η{4d. Thus, Theorem 4 holds with εÑ ε{120?r with probability at least 1 ´ η{4 . Note that
the modewise coherence assumption that µd´1
B
ă 1{2r both allows εd´1 to reduce the arpr ´ 1q
factor in (21) to a size less than one for any ε ď 1{?r ď p1{rq1{pd´1q, and also allows Lemma 9 to
guarantee that }α}2
2
ă 2 }Y}2 holds for all Y P L. Hence, applying Theorem 4 with ε Ñ ε{120?r
will ensure that L is an pε{6q-JL embedding of all Y P L into Cm1ˆ¨¨¨ˆmd .
To show that (b) holds we will utilize Lemma 12. Note that the Sj sets defined in Lemma 12 all
have cardinalities |Sj | ď p ¨ nd´1, where p “ 4r ` 1 ď n in our current setting. As a consequence
we can see that the conditions of Lemma 12 will be satisfied with ε Ñ ε{24?r for all j P rds with
probability at least 1 ´ η{4 by the union bound. Hence, both (a) and (b) hold and our proof is
concluded. 
Remark 4 (About r-dependence). Fix ε and η. Looking at Theorem 6 we can see that it’s inter-
mediate embedding dimension is
dź
ℓ“1
mℓ ď Cdε,ηrd
which effectively determines its overall storage complexity. Hence, Theorem 6 will only result in an
improved memory complexity over the straightforward single stage vectorization approach if the rank
r of L is relatively small. The purpose of facultative vectorization and subsequent multiplication by
an additional JL transform A in Theorem 6 is to reduce the resulting embedding dimension to the
order Opr{ε2q from total dimension Oprdq that we have after the modewise compression.
We will now consider a final tensor subspace embedding result concerning a special case of
modewise JL embeddings that is also made possible by our work above. This result will exhibit
better dependence with respect to both ε and r than what is achieved by the more general modewise
embedding constructions in Theorem 6.
4.1. Fast and Memory Efficient Modewise JL embeddings for Tensors. In this section
we consider a fast Johnson-Lindenstrauss transform for tensors recently introduced in [31] which
are effectively based on applying fast JL transforms [36] in a modewise fashion.7 Given a tensor
Z P Cn1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd the transform takes the form
(32) LFJL pZq :“ R pvect pZ ˆ1 F1D1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆd FdDdqq
where vect : Cn1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd Ñ CN for N :“ śdℓ“1 nℓ is the vectorization operator, R P t0, 1umˆN is
a matrix containing m rows selected randomly from the N ˆ N identity matrix, Fℓ P Cnℓˆnℓ is
a unitary discrete Fourier transform matrix for all ℓ P rds, and Dℓ P Cnℓˆnℓ is a diagonal matrix
with nℓ random ˘1 entries for all ℓ P rds. The following theorem is proven about this transform in
[31, 36].
Theorem 7 (See Theorem 2.1 and Remark 4 in [31]). Fix d ě 1, ε, η P p0, 1q, and N ě C 1{η for
a sufficiently large absolute constant C 1 P R`. Consider a finite set S Ă Cn1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd of cardinality
p “ |S|, and let LFJL : Cn1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd Ñ Cm be defined as above in (32) with
m ě C
»
–ε´2 ¨ log2d´1ˆmaxpp,Nq
η
˙
¨ log4
¨
˝ log
´
maxpp,Nq
η
¯
ε
˛
‚¨ logN
fi
fl ,
6Here we also implicitly use the fact that d
?
d ď e?e holds for all d ą 0 in order to avoid a d?d term appearing
inside the logarithm in (31).
7In fact, the fast transform described here differs cosmetically from the form in which it is presented in [31].
However, one can easily see they are equivalent using (15).
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where C ą 0 is an absolute constant. Then with probability at least 1´ η the linear operator LFJL
is an ε-JL embedding of S into Cm. If d “ 1 then we may replace maxpp,Nq with p inside all of
the logarithmic factors above (see [36]).
Note that the fast transform LFJL requires only O pm logN `
ř
ℓ nℓq i.i.d. random bits and
memory for storage. Thus, it can be used to produce fast and low memory complexity oblivious
subspace embeddings. The next Theorem does so.
Theorem 8. Fix ε, η P p0, 1{2q and d ě 2. Let X P Cn1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd, N “ śdℓ“1 nℓ ě 4C 1{η for an
absolute constant C 1 ą 0, L be an r-dimensional subspace of Cn1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd for max `2r2 ´ r, 4r˘ ď N ,
and LFJL : C
n1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd Ñ Cm1 be defined as above in (32) with
m1 ě C1
»
–Cd2 ´rε
¯2 ¨ log2d´1ˆN
η
˙
¨ log4
¨
˝ log
´
N
η
¯
ε
˛
‚¨ logN
fi
fl ,
where C1, C2 ą 0 are absolute constants. Furthermore, let L1FJL P Cm2ˆm1 be defined as above in
(32) for d “ 1 with
m2 ě C3
»
–r ¨ ε´2 ¨ logˆ 47
ε r
?
η
˙
¨ log4
¨
˝r log
´
47
ε r
?
η
¯
ε
˛
‚¨ logm1
fi
fl ,
where C3 ą 0 is an absolute constant. Then with probability at least 1´ η it will be the case thatˇˇˇ››L1FJL pLFJL pX ´ Yqq››22 ´ }X ´ Y}2
ˇˇˇ
ď ε }X ´ Y}2
holds for all Y P L.
In addition, the pL1FJL, LFJLq transform pair requires only O pm1 logN `
ř
ℓ nℓq random bits and
memory for storage (assuming w.l.o.g. that m2 ď m1), and L1FJL ˝ LFJL : Cn1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd Ñ Cm2 can
be applied to any tensor in just O pN logNq-time.
Proof. Let tTkukPrrs be an orthonormal basis for L (note that these basis tensors need not be
low-rank), and PLK : C
n1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd Ñ Cn1ˆ¨¨¨ˆnd be the orthogonal projection operator onto the
orthogonal complement of L. Theorem 5 combined with Lemmas 6 and 5 imply that the result will
be proven if all of the following hold:
(i) LFJL is an pε{24rq-JL embedding of the 2r2 ´ r tensors˜ ď
1ďhăkďr
tTk ´ Th,Tk ` Th,Tk ´ iTh,Tk ` iThu
¸ď
tTkukPrrs Ă L
into Cm1 ,
(ii) LFJL is an pε{6q-JL embedding of tPLKpX qu into Cm1 ,
(iii) LFJL is an pε{24
?
rq-JL embedding of the 4r tensors
ď
kPrrs
"
PLKpX q
}PLKpX q}
´ Tk, PLKpX q}PLKpX q}
` Tk, PLKpX q}PLKpX q}
´ iTk, PLKpX q}PLKpX q}
` iTk
*
Ă Cn1ˆ...ˆnd
into Cm1 , and
(iv) L1FJL is an pε{6q-JL embedding of a minimal pε{16q-cover, C, of the r-dimensional Euclidean
unit sphere in the subspace L1 Ă Cm1 from Theorem 5 with L “ LFJL into Cm2 . Here we
note that |C| ď `47
ε
˘r
.
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Furthermore, if m1 and m2 are chosen as above for sufficiently large absolute constants C1, C2,
and C3 then Theorem 7 implies that each of piq ´ pivq above will fail to hold with probability at
most η{4. The desired result now follows from the union bound.
The number of random bits and storage complexity follows directly form Theorem 7 after noting
that each row ofR in (32) is determined by O plogNq bits. The fact that L1FJL˝LFJL can be applied
to any tensor Z in O pN logNq-time again follows from the form of (32). Note that each j-mode
product with FjDj involves
ś
ℓ‰j nℓ multiplications of FjDj against all the mode-j fibers of the
given tensor Z, each of which can be performed in Opnj logpnjqq-time using fast Fourier transform
techniques (or approximated even more quickly using sparse Fourier transform techniques if nj is
itself very large – see e.g. [23, 42, 10, 28, 29, 46]). The required vectorization and applications of
R can then be performed in just OpNq-time thereafter. Finally, Fourier transform techniques can
again be used to also apply L1FJL in Opm1 logm1q-time. 
We are now prepared to consider the numerical performance of such modewise JL transforms.
5. Experiments
In this section, it is shown that the norms of several different types of (approximately) low-rank
data can be preserved using JL embeddings, and trial least squares experiments with compressed
tensor data have been performed to show the effect of these embeddings on solutions to least squares
problems. The data sets used in the experiments consist of
(1) MRI data: This data set contains three 3-mode MRI images of size 240 ˆ 240ˆ 155 [1].
(2) Randomly generated data: This data set contains 10 rank-10 4-mode tensors. Each test
tensor is a 100 ˆ 100 ˆ 100 ˆ 100 tensor that is created by adding 10 randomly generated
rank-1 tensors. More specifically, each rank-10 tensor is generated according to
X pmq “
rÿ
k“1
©dj“1y
pjq
k ,
where m P r10s, r “ 10, d “ 4 and ypjqk P R100. In the Gaussian case, each entry of ypjqk
is drawn independently from the standard Gaussian distribution N p0, 1q. In the case of
coherent data, low-variance Gaussian noise is added to a constant, i.e., each entry y
pjq
k,ℓ of
y
pjq
k is set as 1` σgpjqk,ℓ with gpjqk,ℓ being an i.i.d. standard Gaussian random variable defined
above, and σ2 denoting the desired variance. In the experiments of this section, σ “ ?0.1
is used. In both cases, the 2-norm of y
pjq
k is also normalized to 1.
The reason for running experiments on both Gaussian and coherent data is to show
that although coherence requirements presented in section 3 are used to help get general
theoretical results for a large class of modewise JL embeddings, they do not seem to be
necessary in practice.
When JL embeddings are applied, experiments are performed using Gaussian JL matrices as
well as Fast JL matrices. For Gaussian JL, Aj “ 1?mG is used for all j P rds, where m is the target
dimension and each entry in G is an i.i.d. standard Gaussian random variable Gi,j „ N p0, 1q. For
Fast JL, Aj “ 1?mRFD is used for all j P rds, where R denotes the random restriction matrix,
F is the DFT matrix and D is a diagonal matrix with Rademacher random variables forming its
diagonal [36]. The compression on a test tensor X is computed by
Xp “ X ˆ1 A1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆd Ad,
where Xp denotes the projected tensor.
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5.1. Effect of JL Embeddings on Norm. In this section, numerical results have been presented,
showing the effect of mode-wise JL embedding on the norm of 3 MRI 3-mode images treated as
generic tensors, as well as randomly generated data.
The compression ratio for the jth mode, denoted by c
pjq
s , is defined as the compression in the size
of each of the mode-j fibers, i.e.,
cpjqs “
mj
nj
.
The target dimension mj in JL matrices is chosen as mj “ rcsnjs for all j P rds, to ensure that
at least a fraction cs of the ambient dimension in each mode is preserved. In the experiments, the
compression ratio is set to be the same for all modes, i.e., c
pjq
s “ cs for all j P rds.
Assuming X and Xp denote the original and projected tensors respectively, the relative norm of
X is defined by
cn,X “ }Xp}}X } .
The results of this section depict the interplay between cn,X and cs for both MRI and randomly
generated data, where the numbers have been averaged over 1000 trials, as well as over all samples
for each value of cs. In the case of Figure 1, 1000 randomly generated JL matrices were applied to
each mode of all 10 randomly generated tensors. In Figure 2, 1000 JL embedding choices have been
averaged over each of the 3 MRI images as well as the 3 images themselves. As expected, it can
be observed that increasing the compression ratio leads to better norm and distance preservation
of the MRI data as the numbers on the vertical axes approach 1.
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Figure 1. Relative norm of randomly generated data. (a) Gaussian data. (b)
Coherent data.
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Figure 2. Average relative norm of 3 MRI data samples.
5.2. Effect of JL Embeddings on Least Squares Solutions. In this section, the first sample of
the MRI data is used in the experiments. First, it is shown that this MRI sample has a relatively low-
rank CP representation by calculating its CP reconstruction error for various values of rank. Next,
the effect of modewise JL on least squares solutions is investigated by solving for the coefficients
of the CP decomposition of the MRI sample in a least squares problem. This will be done by
performing modewise JL on the data, which we call compressed least squares, and will be compared
with the case where a regular least squares problem is solved.
5.2.1. CPD Reconstruction. Before the experimental results, a short description of the basic form
of CPD calculation is presented as well as how the number of rank-1 tensors, r, is chosen. Given
a tensor X , assume r is known beforehand. The problem is now the calculation of y
pjq
k for j P rds
and k P rrs and α in (17), i.e. the solution to
(33) min
Xˆ
}X ´ Xˆ } with Xˆ “
rÿ
k“1
αk y
p1q
k © y
p2q
k © ¨ ¨ ¨© ypdqk .
As the Euclidean norm a d-mode tensor is equal to the Frobenius norm of its mode-j unfoldings
for j P rds, by letting ypjqk be the kth column of a matrix Ypjq P Cnjˆr, the above minimization
problem can be written as
min
Yˆpjq
››››Xpjq ´ Yˆpjq ´Ypdq d ¨ ¨ ¨ dYpj`1q dYpj´1q d ¨ ¨ ¨ dYp1q¯J
››››
F
where Yˆpjq “ Ypjqdiag pαq, and d denotes the Khatri-Rao product defined as the columnwise
matching Kronecker product. The operator diagp¨q creates a diagonal matrix with α as its diagonal.
Once solved for, the columns of Yˆpjq can then be normalized and used to form the coefficients
αk “
śd
j“1 }yˆpjqk }2 for k P rrs, although this is optional, i.e., if the columns are not normalized,
the coefficients αk in the factorization will all be ones. This procedure is repeated iteratively until
the fit ceases to improve (the objective function stops improving with respect to a tolerance) or
the maximum number of iterations are exhausted. This procedure is known as CPD-ALS8 [35]. To
choose the rank of the decomposition as well as obtaining the best estimates for Ypjq, a commonly
used consistency diagnostic called CORCONDIA9 can be employed [11].
8Alternating Least Squares
9CORe CONsistency DIAgnostic
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In the remainder of this section, the relative reconstruction error of CPD is calculated and plotted
for various values of rank r. Assuming X represents the data, this error is defined as
ecpd “ }X ´ Xˆ }}X } ,
where Xˆ denotes the reconstruction of X . Figure 3 displays the results.
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Figure 3. Relative reconstruction error of CPD calculated for different values of
rank r for MRI data. As the rank increases, the error becomes smaller.
5.2.2. Compressed Least Squares Performance. Let y
pjq
k be known in
X «
rÿ
k“1
αk ©
d
j“1 y
pjq
k ,
for k P rrs and j P rds. They can be obtained from a previous iteration in the CPD fitting
procedure. Here, they come from the CPD of the data calculated in section 5.2.1. Also, assume
these vectors have unit norms. In general, as stated in section 5.2.1, when y
pjq
k are obtained using a
CPD algorithm, they do not necessarily have unit norms. Therefore, they are normalized and the
norms are absorbed into the coefficients of CPD. In other words, αk “
śd
j“1 }ypjqk }2 for k P rrs. If
the normalization of the vectors is not performed, αk “ 1 for k P rrs. The coefficients of the CPD
fit are the solutions to the following least squares problem,
α “ argmin
β
›››››X ´
rÿ
k“1
βk ©
d
j“1 y
pjq
k
››››› .
As normalization of y
pjq
k was not performed when computing the CPD of the data in these ex-
periments, the true solution will be α “ 1. An approximate solution for the coefficients can be
obtained by solving for
αp “ argmin
β
›››››X
dą
j“1
Aj ´
rÿ
k“1
βk ©
d
j“1 Ajy
pjq
k
››››› .
where αp is the vector α estimated for data randomly projected by JL matrices Aj. This is in fact
a way of demonstrating that solving (29) yields an approximate solution to (28) for a (d´ 1)-mode
tensor. Both of these problems can be solved using the vectorized versions of the tensors. Indeed,
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for αp, vectorization should be done after modewise random projection of X and the rank-1 tensors,
i.e.,
αp “ argmin
β
}xp ´Bβ}2 “ pB˚Bq´1B˚xp,
where xp “ vect
˜
X
dŚ
j“1
Aj
¸
, and B is a matrix whose kth column is vect
´
©dj“1Ajy
pjq
k
¯
for k P rrs.
The relative norm of coefficients, denoted by cn,α, is defined as
cn,α “ }αp}2}α}2 ,
and is plotted in Figure 4 for different values of cs.
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Figure 4. Effect of JL embeddings on the relative norm of least squares estimation
of CPD coefficients. (a) r “ 40. (b) r “ 75. (c) r “ 110. It can be observed that
when the MRI sample is compressed to a very small tensor that is 0.033 of its original
size, the coefficients are still very accurate in 2-norm.
6. Conclusion
We have proposed general modewise Johnson-Lindenstrauss (JL) subspace embeddings that are
faster to generate and significantly smaller to store than traditional JL embeddings especially for
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tensors in very large dimensions. We provided a subspace embedding result with improved space
complexity bounds for embeddings of rank-r tensors in the setting of unknown basis tensors. This
result also has applications in the vector setting, leading to general near-optimal oblivious subspace
embedding constructions that require fewer random bits for subspaces spanned by basis vectors
having special Kronecker structure. We also provided new fast JL embeddings for arbitrary r-
dimensional subspaces using fewer random bits than standard methods. We showcase these results
for applications including compressed least squares and fitting low-rank CP decompositions, while
also confirming our results experimentally. There are several interesting future directions including
the analysis of other randomly constructed embeddings, the construction of embeddings designed
to maintain other types of structures (such as properties of the core tensor), and their effectiveness
in reconstruction and inference tasks.
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